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We test our prediction method of membrane protein structures with glycophorin A transmembrane
dimer and analyze the predicted structures in detail. Our method consists of two parts. In the first
part, we obtain the amino-acid sequences of the transmembrane helix regions from one of existing
WWW servers and use them as an input for the second part of our method. In the second part, we
perform a replica-exchange Monte Carlo simulation of these transmembrane helices with some
constraints that indirectly represent surrounding lipid and water effects and identify the predicted
structure as the global-minimum-energy state. The structure obtained in the case for the dielectric
constante51.0 is very close to that from the nuclear magnetic resonance experiments, while that for
e54.0 is more packed than the native one. Our results imply that the helix–helix interaction is the
main driving force for the native structure formation and that the stability of the native structure is
determined by the balance of the electrostatic term, van der Waals term, and torsion term, and the
contribution of electrostatic energy is indeed important for correct predictions. The inclusion of
atomistic details of side chains is essential for estimating this balance accurately because helices are
tightly packed. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1712942#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is one of the most important problems in the structural
genomics era to predict protein tertiary structures from the
amino-acid sequence information. We can obtain various in-
formation about the function and stability by the knowledge
of protein structures. Therefore many efforts are devoted to
structural determination of proteins.

It is estimated that 20%–30% of all genes in most ge-
nomes encode membrane proteins.1,2 However, only a small
number of detailed structures have been obtained for mem-
brane proteins because of technical difficulties in experi-
ments such as high quality crystal growth. About 23 000 pro-
tein structures are currently registered on the Protein Data
Bank ~PDB!,3 but most of them are structures of soluble
proteins, and the number of membrane protein structures are
less than 100. The database analysis based on bioinformatics
such as homology search are thus unreliable due to lack of
enough samples. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a
method for predicting membrane protein structures by com-
puter simulations~for previous attempts see, for instance,
Refs. 4–9!.

Although the number of known membrane protein struc-
tures is small in PDB, we can still extract several features of
their structures. Transmembrane regions of most membrane
proteins in inner membrane are composed of helices, and

those in outer membrane are composed of ab-sheet. In other
words, membrane proteins have only one type of secondary
structures in these regions, and in this sense their structures
are simpler than those of soluble proteins. Another feature is
that membrane protein structures are known to be more
tightly packed than soluble protein structures. These features
should be taken into account and utilized when we consider
membrane protein structure predictions.

The two-stage model was proposed for the structure for-
mation of membrane proteins which are composed of several
transmembrane helices in Ref. 10. In the two-stage model,
individual helices of a membrane protein are postulated to be
stable separately as domains in a lipid bilayer and then side-
to-side helix association is driven, resulting in a functional
protein. In fact, some experimental evidence indicates that
the formation ofa-helices and the positioning of transmem-
brane helices are independent: Separated fragments of bacte-
riorhodopsin formed independentlya-helical conformations
in the membrane, and the native structure could be recovered
by mixing the fragments.11,12 Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that processes of helix formation and positioning can
be predicted separately.

Considering the difficulties in experiments and
homology-based predictions, it is particularly desirable to
develop effective prediction methods of membrane protein
structures by molecular simulations. Molecular simulations
allow us to understand the physical mechanism of the stabil-
ity and functions of membrane proteins and help us to con-
struct a unified view of their structures and functions.
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In this article, we target membrane proteins which are
composed of transmembrane helices and propose the predic-
tion method of transmembrane helices~we do not consider
b-sheet membrane proteins in the present work!. Our predic-
tion method consists of two parts. In the first part, amino-
acid sequences of the transmembrane helix regions are ob-
tained from database analyses.1,13–19 In the second part, we
perform a molecular simulation of these transmembrane he-
lices with some constraints and identify the predicted struc-
ture as the global-minimum-energy state.

However, it is difficult to obtain a global-minimum state
in potential energy surface by conventional molecular
dynamics ~MD! or Monte Carlo ~MC! simulations. This
is because there exist a huge number of local-minimum-
energy states, and the simulations tend to get trapped in one
of the local-minimum states. One popular way to overcome
this multiple-minima problem is to perform a generalized-
ensemble simulation~for reviews, see Refs. 20 and 21!,
which is based on non-Boltzmann probability weight factors
so that a random walk in potential energy space may be
realized. The random walk allows the simulation to go over
any energy barrier and sample much wider configurational
space than by conventional methods. One of well-known
generalized-ensemble algorithms is the replica-exchange
method~REM! ~Refs. 22–24! ~the method is also referred to
as parallel tempering25!. We apply this method to the struc-
ture prediction of membrane proteins. We can obtain not
only the global-minimum-energy state but also canonical-
ensemble averages of physical quantities as a function of
temperature from only one REM simulation run by using the
multiple-histogram reweighting techniques.26,27

The dimeric transmembrane domain of glycophorin A is
often used as a model system of helix–helix interaction of
membrane proteins.6,7 In this article, we test the second
part of our prediction method using this membrane
protein. Namely, given the amino-acid sequences of
the transmembrane helices, we performed a replica-exchange
Monte Carlo simulation to predict the helix config-
urations. Preliminary results have been already reported
elsewhere.28 Here, we give the details of the present ap-
proach and results.

Section II summarizes the details of our method for pre-
dicting transmembrane helix configurations. In Sec. III the
details of the condition of the REM simulations for the
dimeric transmembrane domain of glycophorin A are ex-
plained. In Sec. IV the results of the application to the struc-
ture prediction of the dimeric transmembrane domain of gly-
cophorin A are given. Section V is devoted to conclusions.

II. METHODS

Our method consists of two parts. In the first part,
amino-acid sequences of the transmembrane helix regions of
the target protein are identified. It is already established that
the transmembrane helical segments can be predicted by ana-
lyzing mainly the hydrophobicity of amino-acid sequences,
without having any information about the higher order struc-
tures. There exist many WWW servers such as TMHMM,1

MEMSAT,16 SOSUI,18 and HMMTOP,19 in which given the

amino-acid sequence of a protein they judge whether the
protein is a membrane protein or not and~if yes! predict the
regions in the amino-acid sequence that correspond to the
transmembrane helices. Hence, in the first part of our
method, we obtain the amino-acid sequences of the trans-
membrane helices from one of these WWW servers and use
them as an input for the second part of our method.

In the second part, given the amino-acid sequences of
transmembrane parts which were identified in the first part,
we assume transmembrane parts as helices and construct
ideal canonicala-helices~3.6 residues per turn! of these se-
quences. For our simulations we introduce the following
rather drastic approximations:~1! We treat the backbone of
thea-helices as rigid body and fix the backbone structures of
helices. Only side-chain structures are made flexible. Each
helix also has the freedom of translation and rotation.~2! We
use only the transmembrane parts in the simulation and ne-
glect the rest of the amino acids of the membrane protein
~such as loop regions!. ~3! We neglect surrounding molecules
such as lipids.

Approximation ~1! above is introduced following the
two-stage model, in which each helix is stable as a domain
and the native configurations are built mainly by the interac-
tions between helices. We believe that the flexibility of side
chains is also important because membrane proteins are very
tightly packed and the packed structures are searched by
varying side-chain structures.

Approximation ~2! is based on the following idea: The
environment inside the membrane is very hydrophobic and
that outside the membrane is very hydrophilic. Loop regions
of membrane proteins are often outside the membrane and
the structure outside the membrane are often flexible. There-
fore we assume that the regions inside the membrane form
stable structures by themselves and approximation~2! fol-
lows.

We consider that helix–helix interactions are the main
driving force of the structure formation. If we perform the
simulations using explicit lipids, large computational time
will be necessary and it is difficult to search the wide con-
formational space. Therefore we introduce approximation~3!
and do not treat lipids explicitly in the simulations in this
article. This approximation is justified by the two-stage
model again, which implies that helix–helix interactions
~and not helix–lipid interactions! are the main driving force
of the structure formation. In the future we plan to treat the
effects of lipids more accurately. We remark that a general-
ized Born theory of lipids has been recently introduced.29

In principle, we can also use molecular dynamics
method, but we employ Monte Carlo algorithm here. We
update configurations with rigid translations and rigid rota-
tions of eacha-helix and torsion rotations of side chains.

We use a standard force field such as CHARMM~Refs.
30 and 31! for the potential energy of the system and add the
following simple harmonic constraints to the original force-
field potential energy:
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whereNH is the total number of transmembrane helices in
the protein andu(x) is the step function

u~x!5H 1, for x>0,

0, otherwise,
~2!

and k1 , k2 , andk3 are the force constants of the harmonic
constraints,r i ,i 11 is the distance between the C atom of the
C-terminus of thei th helix and the N atom of the N-terminus
of the (i 11)th helix, zi

L andzi
U are the z-coordinate values

of the Ca ~or C! atom of the N-terminus~or C-terminus! of
the i th helix near the fixed lower boundary valuez0

L and the
upper boundary valuez0

U of the membrane, respectively,r Ca

are the distance of Ca atoms from the origin, anddi ,i 11 , di
L ,

di
U , anddCa

are the corresponding central value constants of
the harmonic constraints.

The first term in Eq.~1! is the energy that constrains
pairs of adjacent helices along the amino-acid chain not to be
apart from each other too much~loop constraints!. This term
has a non-zero value only when the distancer i ,i 11 becomes
longer thandi ,i 11 . Only the structures in which the distance
between helices is short are searched because of this con-
straint term. Our purpose is to find the optimal packed con-
figurations of helices, therefore it is reasonable to set this
constraint energy.

The second term in Eq.~1! is the energy that constrains
helix N-terminus and C-terminus to be located near mem-
brane boundary planes. This term has a nonzero value only
when the C atom of each helix C-terminus and Ca atom of
each helix N-terminus are apart more thandi

L ~or di
U). Based

on the knowledge that most membrane proteins are placed in
parallel, this constraint energy is included so that the helix
ends are not too much apart from the membrane boundary
planes.

The third term in Eq.~1! is the energy that constrains all
Ca atoms within the sphere~centered at the origin! of radius
dCa

. This term has a nonzero value only when Ca atoms go
out of this sphere. The term is introduced so that the center
of mass of the molecule stays near the origin. The radius of
the sphere is set to a large value in order to guarantee that a
wide configurational space is sampled.

These three terms do not impose any restraints on the
possible structures as membrane proteins if the constraint
constants ofdi

L , di
U , anddCa

are set large enough as we can
understand from the fact that the step function is used.

We now briefly review the replica-exchange method
~REM! ~Refs. 22–24! ~see Refs. 21 and 33 for details!. The
system for REM consists ofM noninteracting copies~or rep-

licas! of the original system in the canonical ensemble atM
different temperatures Tm (m51,...,M ). Let X
5(...,xm

@ i # ,...) stand for a state in this ensemble. Here, the
superscripti and the subscriptm in xm

@ i # label the replica and
the temperature, respectively. The stateX is specified byM
sets ofxm

@ i # , which in turn is specified by the coordinatesq@ i #

of all the atoms in replicai. A REM simulation is then real-
ized by alternately performing the following two steps. Step
1: Each replica in canonical ensemble of the fixed tempera-
ture is simulated simultaneously and independently for a cer-
tain MC or MD steps. Step 2: A pair of replicas, sayi and j,
which are at neighboring temperaturesTm and Tn , respec-
tively are exchanged: X5(...,xm

@ i # ,...,xn
@ j # ,...)→X8

5(...,xm
@ j # ,...,xn

@ i # ,...). Thetransition probability of this rep-
lica exchange is given by the Metropolis criterion,

w~X→X8![w~xm
@ i #uxn

@ j #!5H 1, for D<0,

exp~2D!, otherwise,
~3!

where

D5~bm2bn!~E~q@ j #!2E~q@ i #!!. ~4!

Here,E(q@ i #) andE(q@ j #) are the potential energy of thei th
replica and thej th replica, respectively. In the present work,
we employ Monte Carlo algorithm for Step 1. There are
2NH1ND kinds of Monte Carlo moves, whereND is the
total number of dihedral angles in the side chains ofNH

helices. The first term corresponds to the rigid translation and
rigid rotation of the helices and the second to the dihedral-
angle rotations in the side chains. One MC sweep is defined
to consist of 2NH1ND updates that are randomly chosen
from these MC moves with the Metropolis evaluation for
each update. We predict the native structure of membrane
spanning regions as the global-minimum-energy state ob-
tained by the REM simulations.

From only one simulation run, one can obtain not only
the global-minimum structure but also canonical-ensemble
averages of physical quantities as functions of temperature
by using the multiple-histogram reweighting techniques26,27

~see also Ref. 32! as follows. Suppose we have madeM
independent simulation runs atM different temperatures. Let
Nm(E) andnm be the energy histogram and the total number
of samples obtained in themth run, respectively. The expec-
tation value of a physical quantityA at any intermediate
temperatureT is given by

^A&T5
(
E

A~E!n~E!exp~2bE!

(
E

n~E!exp~2bE!
, ~5!

where the density of statesn(E) is obtained by solving the
following WHAM equations:

n~E!5

(
m51

M

gm
21Nm~E!

(
m51

M

gm
21nm exp~ f m2bmE!

, ~6!

and
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exp~2 f m![(
E

n~E!exp~2bmE!. ~7!

Here,gm5112tm , andtm is the integrated autocorrelation
time at temperatureTm . For biomolecular systems the quan-
tity gm can safely be set to be a constant in the reweighting
formulas,27 and so we setgm51 throughout the analyses

in the present work. Note thatn(E) and f m are solved
self-consistently by iteration. Moreover, ensemble averages
of any physical quantityA ~including those that cannot
be expressed as functions of potential energy! can now be
obtained from the ‘‘trajectory’’ of configurations of the
production run. Namely, we first obtainf m (m51,...,M )
by solving Eqs.~6! and ~7! self-consistently, and then we
have32

^A&T5

(
m51

M

(
xm

A~xm!
gm

21

( l 51
M gl

21nl exp~ f l 2b l E~xm!!
exp~2bE~xm!!

(
m51

M

(
xm

gm
21

( l 51
M gl

21nl exp~ f l 2b l E~xm!!
exp~2bE~xm!!

, ~8!

wherexm are the configurations at temperatureTm . Here, the
trajectoriesxm are taken for each temperatureTm separately.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Our method consists of two parts. In the first part, we
obtain amino-acid sequences of the transmembrane helix re-
gions from existing WWW servers such as those in Refs. 1,
16, 18, and 19. However, the precision of these programs in
the WWW servers is about 85% and needs improvement. We
thus focus our attention on the effectiveness of the second
part of our method, leaving this improvement to the devel-
opers of the WWW servers. Namely, we use the experimen-
tally known amino-acid sequence of transmembrane regions
~without relying on the WWW servers! and try to predict
their conformations, following the prescription of the second
part of our method described in the previous section. Here,
we chose one of the simplest systems: the transmembrane
dimer of glycophorin A~PDB code: 1AFO!. The number
of amino acids for each helix is 18 and the sequence is
TLIIFGVMAGVIGTILLI.

We first constructed the ideal canonicala-helix ~3.6 resi-
dues per turn! of this sequence. The N and C termini of this
helix were blocked with acetyl and N-methyl groups, respec-
tively. The force field that we used is theCHARMM

PARAM19 parameter set~polar hydrogen model!.30,31 No
cutoff was introduced to the nonbonded energy terms, and
the dielectric constante was set equal to 1.0. We have also
studied the case ofe54.0, because it is the value close to
that for the lipid environment. The computer code based on
theCHARMM macromolecular mechanics program34 was used
and the replica-exchange method was implemented in it.
This helix structure was minimized subject to harmonic re-
straints on all the heavy atoms. The initial configuration for
the REM simulation was that twoa-helices of identical se-
quence and structure thus prepared were placed in parallel at
a distance of 20 Å. These helices are quite apart from each
other and the starting configuration is indeed very different
from the native one. Note that the only information derived
from the NMR experiments35 is the amino-acid sequence of
the individual helices.

The values of the constants for the constraints in Eq.~1!
were set as follows:NH52, k15k250.5 kcal/(mol Å2), k3

50.05 kcal/(mol Å2), di ,i 11520 Å, z0
L5213.35 Å, z0

U

5113.35 Å, di
L5di

U51.0 Å, anddCa
550 Å. The values

for z0
L andz0

U were taken from thez-coordinates of the initial
configuration@in Fig. 3~a! below; thez axis is placed verti-
cally in the figure#. In the present example of glycophorin A
dimer, the first term in Eq.~1! was imposed on both terminal
ends~i.e., two kinds ofr i ,i 11 were prepared: one is the dis-
tance between a pair of N atoms at the N-terminus of the two
helices and the other is the distance between a pair of C
atoms at the C-terminus of the two helices!. As explained in
Sec. II, the constraint terms do not impose any constraints on
the possible structures as membrane proteins if the constraint
constants are set properly as we can understand from the fact
that the step function is used.

We performed two REM MC simulations of 1 000 000
MC sweeps, starting from the parallel configuration of Fig.
3~a! below: one with the dielectric constante51.0 and the
other with e54.0. We used the following 13 temperatures:
200, 239, 286, 342, 404, 489, 585, 700, 853, 1041, 1270,
1548, and 1888 K, which are distributed almost exponen-
tially. The highest temperature was chosen sufficiently high
so that no trapping in local-minimum-energy states occurs.
This temperature distribution was chosen so that all the ac-
ceptance ratios are almost uniform and sufficiently large
~.10%! for computational efficiency. Replica exchange was
attempted once at each MC sweep.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first examine whether the present REM simulations
performed properly. The acceptance ratios of replica ex-
change are listed in Table I for both cases of dielectric con-
stants. We see that the acceptance ratios of replica exchange
between all pairs of neighboring temperatures are uniform
and large enough~.10%! for computational efficiency. The
results in Table I imply that one should observe a free ran-
dom walk in the replica space and temperature space.

In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the ‘‘time series’’ of the present
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REM simulations with the dielectric constante51.0 ande
54.0, respectively. In Figs. 1~a! and 2~a! the ‘‘time series’’
of replica exchange at the lowest temperature (T5200 K)
are shown. We see that every replica takes the lowest tem-
perature many times, and we indeed observe a random walk
in the replica space. The complementary picture to this is the
temperature exchange for each replica. The results for one of
the replicas~Replica 6! are shown in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!. We
again observe random walks in the temperature space be-
tween the lowest and highest temperatures. Other replicas
perform random walks similarly. In Figs. 1~c! and 2~c! the
corresponding time series of the total potential energy are
shown. We see that random walks in the potential energy
space between low and high energy regions are also realized.
Note that there is a strong correlation between the behaviors
in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c! as there should. The same is true for
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. All these results confirm that the present
REM simulations have been properly performed.

We now study how widely the configurational space was
sampled during the present simulations. We first examine the
case fore51.0. We plot the time series of the root-mean-
square~RMS! deviation of the backbone atoms from the

NMR structure35 in Fig. 1~d!. When the temperature be-
comes high, the RMS deviation takes a large value@the larg-
est value in Fig. 1~d! is 14.1 Å, and the maximum value
among all the replicas is 15.7 Å#, and when the temperature
becomes low, the RMS deviation takes a small value@the
smallest value in Fig. 1~d! is 0.55 Å, and the minimum value
among all the replicas is also 0.55 Å#. By comparing Fig.
1~c! and Fig. 1~d!, we see that there is a strong correlation
between the total potential energy and the RMS deviation
values. In particular, it is remarkable that when the energy is
the lowest~around21490 kcal/mol!, most of the RMS val-
ues are as small as about 0.5 Å. This implies that the global-
minimum-energy state is indeed very close to the native
structure.

We now examine the case withe54.0. We plot the time
series of the RMS deviation of the backbone atoms from the
NMR structure35 in Fig. 2~d!. When the temperature be-
comes high, the RMS deviation takes a large value@the larg-
est value in Fig. 2~d! is 14.2 Å, and the maximum value
among all the replicas is 14.8 Å#. The RMS deviation some-
times takes a small value@the smallest value in Fig. 2~d! is
0.58 Å, and the minimum value among all the replicas is
0.56 Å#, and when this occurs, the temperature is low and the
potential energy takes a small value. When the temperature
becomes low and the potential energy is low, however, the
RMS deviation is not always small and takes several values
~around 0.7, 2.5, 3.5, 4.4, or 5.7 Å! contrary to the case with
e51.0. This implies that there are several stable structures at
low temperatures. We will discuss this matter more in detail
below.

In Fig. 3 typical snapshots from the REM simulations of
Figs. 1 and 2 are shown. Figure 3~a! is the initial configura-
tion of our simulations, in which the two helices are placed
in parallel. Figures 3~b1!–3~b4! and Figs. 3~c1!–3~c4! are
typical snapshots with the dielectric constante51.0 ande
54.0, respectively. These figures confirm that our simula-
tions indeed sampled wide configurational space. We see that
the REM simulations perform random walks not only in en-

FIG. 1. Time series of replica exchange atT5200 K ~a!, temperature ex-
change for one of the replicas~Replica 6! ~b!, the total potential energy for
Replica 6~c!, and the RMS deviation~in Å! of backbone atoms from the
NMR structure for Replica 6~d! with the dielectric constante51.0.

FIG. 2. Time series of replica exchange atT5200 K ~a!, temperature ex-
change for one of the replicas~Replica 6! ~b!, the total potential energy for
Replica 6~c!, and the RMS deviation~in Å! of backbone atoms from the
NMR structure for Replica 6~d! with the dielectric constante54.0.

TABLE I. Acceptance ratios of replica exchange corresponding to pairs of
neighboring temperatures with the dielectric constante51.0 ande54.0.

Pairs of temperatures
Acceptance ratio

(e51.0)
Acceptance ratio

(e54.0)

200↔239 K 0.41 0.37
239↔286 K 0.40 0.37
286↔342 K 0.39 0.37
342↔404 K 0.40 0.41
404↔489 K 0.32 0.34
489↔585 K 0.34 0.36
585↔700 K 0.33 0.36
700↔853 K 0.28 0.30
853↔1041 K 0.29 0.31
1041↔1270 K 0.36 0.36
1270↔1548 K 0.42 0.42
1548↔1888 K 0.46 0.47

10841J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 22, 8 June 2004 Prediction of membrane protein structures



ergy space but also in conformational space and that they do
not get trapped in one of a huge number of local-minimum-
energy states.

In Figs. 4~a! and 5~a! the canonical probability distribu-
tions of the total potential energy obtained at the chosen 13
temperatures from the REM simulation with the dielectric
constante51.0 ande54.0 are shown, respectively. We see
that there are enough overlaps between all neighboring pairs
of distributions, indicating that there will be sufficient num-
bers of replica exchange between pairs of replicas. In Fig.
4~b! ~the case fore51.0) and Fig. 5~b! ~the case fore
54.0), the average of the total potential energyEtot and av-
erages of its component terms, namely, the electrostatic en-
ergy Ec , van der Waals energyEv , torsion energyEt ~these

three terms are from theCHARMM force field!, and constraint
energyEcons as a function of temperatureT are shown. The
multiple-histogram reweighting techniques in Eq.~8! were
used for these calculations. We see that as the temperature
becomes low,Etot becomes low mainly becauseEv and Et

become low. The changes ofEc andEconsas the temperature
is varied are small and the contribution ofEc andEcons can
be said to be smaller on the average than those ofEv andEt .
In the case fore54.0, this temperature variation ofEc is
particularly small and less than 1.0 kcal/mol.

In Fig. 6 the configuration obtained by the NMR
experiments35 and the global-minimum-energy configura-
tions with the dielectric constante51.0 ande54.0 obtained
by the REM simulations are compared. The predicted struc-
ture with e51.0 is in remarkable agreement with that from
the NMR experiments. At first sight, it is rather surprising
that the result withe51.0 is much closer to the experimental
result than that withe54.0, because the dielectric constant
for a lipid system is closer to 4.0 than to 1.0. However, on
second thoughts we understand that the present results are
reasonable because the pairs of helices in transmembrane
proteins are tightly packed and almost no lipid molecules can
exist between helices. This implies that helix–helix interac-
tions are the main driving force in the final stage of the
structure formation of membrane proteins. We remark that
the good agreement of the prediction with the NMR structure
was also obtained for glycophorin A in Ref. 7, although they
used a very different potential energy function~a slightly
modified united-atom OPLS force field without electrostatic
interactions!. This fact also supports the above claim that the
side-chain packing between helices are very important in de-
termining the transmembrane configurations.

For further understanding we compare some properties
of the three structures from Fig. 6 in Table II. We see that the
structure withe54.0 is stabilized byEv and Et compared
with the structure withe51.0. The difference ofEcons be-
tween the structures ofe51.0 ande54.0 is smaller than
those ofEv and Et ~0.62 kcal/mol versus 5.4 and 2.0 kcal/
mol!. Thus the existence of the constraint terms is not the

FIG. 3. Typical snapshots from the REM simulation. The initial configura-
tion ~a!, the configurations with the dielectric constante51.0 ~b1!–~b4! and
with the dielectric constante54.0 ~c1!–~c4!.

FIG. 4. ~a! The canonical probability distributions of the total potential
energy obtained from the replica-exchange MC simulation at the 13 tem-
peratures with the dielectric constante51.0. The distributions correspond to
the following temperatures~from left to right!: 200, 239, 286, 342, 404, 489,
585, 700, 853, 1041, 1270, 1548, and 1888 K.~b! The averages of the total
potential energyEtot and its component terms: electrostatic energyEc ,
van der Waals energyEv , dihedral energyEt , and constraint energyEconsas
functions of temperatureT with the dielectric constante51.0. The values
were calculated by the multiple-histogram reweighting techniques.

FIG. 5. ~a! The canonical probability distributions of the total potential
energy obtained from the replica-exchange MC simulation at the 13 tem-
peratures with the dielectric constante54.0. The distributions correspond to
the following temperatures~from left to right!: 200, 239, 286, 342, 404, 489,
585, 700, 853, 1041, 1270, 1548, and 1888 K.~b! The averages of the total
potential energyEtot and its component terms: electrostatic energyEc ,
van der Waals energyEv , and dihedral energyEt as functions of tempera-
tureT with the dielectric constante54.0. The values were calculated by the
multiple-histogram reweighting techniques.
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major cause for the difference betweene51.0 ande54.0.
The predicted structure withe54.0 had smaller solvent ac-
cessible surface area and was more packed than the native
one. This means that although only four hydrophilic amino
acids are included in 36 amino acids used in our simulations,
the electrostatic energy term contributes to the stability of
this membrane protein and forces the native structure to be a
little less packed than the case with weakened electrostatic
interactions. In other words, the stability of the native struc-
ture is determined by the balance ofEc , Ev , andEt , and the
contribution of electrostatic energy is also important. The
interhelical crossing angle in this table is defined as the angle
between the principal axes of moment of inertia for each
helix. From the interhelical crossing angle, the structure with
e54.0 is near parallel. This can also be understood from Fig.
6~c!. One of the helices in the structure withe54.0 appears
to be slightly off from the membrane boundary. We see that
the structure withe51.0 is indeed close to the native struc-
ture in every property.

In Table III the interhelical distances of the three struc-
tures in Fig. 6 are compared with those of the solid-state

NMR experiments.36 The structure obtained from the solid-
state NMR experiments is considered to be closer to the na-
tive structure than those obtained from the solution NMR
experiments because it is crystallized in lipid bilayer as in
the native state. On the other hand, the solution NMR struc-
tures were determined in detergent micelles. In the case for
e51.0, three distances out of six are between the solid-state
NMR values and the solution NMR values and the distance
between Gly79 C and Val80 C is closer to the solid-state
NMR experiments. This suggests that the predicted structure
in Fig. 6~b! is closer to the solid-state NMR structure than to
the solution NMR structure in Fig. 6~a!. The distances of the
structure withe54.0 are totally different from those of the
solid-state and solution NMR structures as we can expect
from Fig. 6~c!.

In Fig. 7 we show the average values of the RMS devia-
tion, the radius of gyration, the interhelical crossing angle,
and the solvent accessible surface area as functions of tem-
perature T for the REM simulations withe51.0. The
multiple-histogram reweighting techniques of Eq.~8! were
used again. In Fig. 7~a! we see that the average RMSD de-
creases monotonically as the temperature is lowered. This
means that when the temperature is high the structures that
are very distant from the native one are often sampled
~RMSD is as large as 8.0 Å! and when the temperature is low
the structures that are close to the native one are mainly
sampled~RMSD is as small as 1.0 Å!. Figure 7~b! implies
that the packed conformations are searched when the tem-
perature is low and disjointed structures are searched when
the temperature is high. When the temperature is 200 K, the
average value of the radius of gyration is close to the native
one ~10.0 Å; see Table II!. In Fig. 7~c! the average interhe-
lical crossing angle is about 50° at low temperatures and
about 40° at high temperatures. The crossing angle at the low
temperature~about 50°! is a little larger~about 5°! than that
of the native structure~45.8°; see Table II!. From Fig. 7~d!
we see that the average solvent accessible surface area is
large when the temperature is high and it is small when the
temperature is low. This is reasonable because the packed

FIG. 6. The NMR configuration~PDB code 1AFO, MODEL 16! ~a1! ~a2!,
the global-minimum-energy configuration that was obtained by the REM
simulation with the dielectric constante51.0 ~b1! ~b2!, and the global-
minimum-energy configurations that was obtained by the REM simulation
with the dielectric constante54.0 ~c1! ~c2!. The pair~a1! and ~a2! corre-
spond to the same structure viewed from different angles. Likewise, the pair
~b1! and ~b2! and the pair~c1! and ~c2! correspond to the same structures
viewed from different angles. The RMS deviation from the native configu-
ration ~a! is 0.64 Å ~b! and 4.48 Å~c! with respect to all backbone atoms,
and it is 1.31 Å~b! and 5.55 Å~c! with respect to all atoms.

TABLE II. Various properties of the native structure and the global-
minimum-energy structure by the REM simulation with the dielectric con-
stant e51.0 ande54.0. The following abbreviations are used: the total
potential energyEtot , van der Waals energyEv , electrostatic energyEc ,
dihedral energyEt , constraint energyEcons, RMS deviation RMSD, radius
of gyration RGYR, interhelical crossing angle IHCA, and solvent accessible
surface area SA. The energy is in kcal/mol, distance is in Å, angle is in
degrees, and area is in Å2.

Solution NMR
structure

Global-minimum
structure (e51.0)

Global-minimum
structure (e54.0)

Etot ¯ 21497.8 2509.6
Ev ¯ 2219.6 2225.0
Ec ¯ 21322.1 2327.0
Et ¯ 10.5 8.5
Econs ¯ 0.12 0.74
RMSD ¯ 0.64 4.48
RGYR 10.00 10.12 10.83
IHCA 45.8 42.7 14.0
SA 3152.3 3133.5 3087.2
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conformations with small surface area are searched at low
temperatures and disjointed conformations are searched at
high temperatures. When the temperature is 200 K, the value
of the surface area is indeed close to the native one~3152 Å2;
see Table II!.

Similarly in Fig. 8, we show the corresponding quanti-
ties of Fig. 7, which were calculated from the results for the
case ofe54.0. In Fig. 8~a! we see that the average RMS
deviation is always more than 3.0 Å and the simulation often
samples different structures from the native one. The RMS
deviation at 600 K is smaller than that at 200 K, suggesting
that structures more similar to the native one are sampled.
The similar nature is observed in Figs. 8~b!, 8~c!, and 8~d!.
Namely, the quantities around 600 K are closer to those of
the native structure than at other temperatures. This point is
discussed further below around Fig. 10. The values at high
temperatures in Fig. 8 are similar to the corresponding ones
in Fig. 7, because the simulations search various structures
without getting trapped in one or a few of local-minimum-
energy structures. At low temperatures the simulations
sample one or a few of them. In Fig. 8~a! the average RMS
deviation at 200 K is close to that of the structure in Fig. 6~c!
~see Table II!. The averages of the radius of gyration@Fig.
8~b!#, the interhelical crossing angle@Fig. 8~c!#, and solvent

accessible surface area@Fig. 8~d!# also take values close to
those of the structure in Fig. 6~c!. This implies that at the
lowest temperature of 200 K, only the structure in Fig. 6~c! is
mostly sampled.

In Figs. 7 and 8 we saw average quantities as functions
of temperature. Here, we study how many dominant struc-
tures contribute to the averages by examining the probability
distribution of RMSD. In Fig. 9 the results withe51.0 at
four temperatures are shown. From Fig. 9~a! we see that the
structures close to the native one (RMSD50.7 Å) are
mainly sampled atT5200 K. There also exists a small con-
tribution around RMSD52.5 Å. This cannot be understood
from the average properties. Actually, we do observe this
second structure in Fig. 1. Namely, we see that the structures
around RMSD52.5 Å are certainly sampled at low tempera-
tures @compare Figs. 1~b! and 1~d!#. Similar behavior, al-
though less conspicuous, is observed atT5342 K @Fig.
9~b!#. As the temperature becomes higher, the distributions
become broader. The two peaks become almost equally im-
portant atT5585 K @Fig. 9~c!#. This suggests that structures
are sampled around only two local-minimum-energy states
below 585 K. At the highest temperature of 1888 K@Fig.
9~d!# we no longer see any peaks in the histogram and vari-
ous structures are sampled, and the simulation does not get

FIG. 7. The averages of the RMS deviation~a!, the radius of gyration
~RGYR! ~b!, the interhelical crossing angle~c!, and the solvent accessible
surface area~d! as functions of temperatureT in the case of the dielectric
constante51.0. The values were calculated by the multiple-histogram re-
weighting techniques. The distance is in Å, angle is in degrees, and area is
in Å2.

FIG. 8. The averages of the RMS deviation~a!, the radius of gyration
~RGYR! ~b!, the interhelical crossing angle~c!, and the solvent accessible
surface area~d! as functions of temperatureT in the case of the dielectric
constante54.0. The values were calculated by the multiple-histogram re-
weighting techniques. The distance is in Å, angle is in degrees, and area is
in Å2.

TABLE III. The interhelical distances~in Å! of the solid-state NMR~Ref. 36!, the solution NMR~Ref. 35!, and
the global-minimum-energy structure obtained from the REM simulation with the dielectric constante51.0 and
e54.0.

Solid-state NMR
structure

Solution NMR
structure

Global-minimum
structure (e51.0)

Global-minimum
structure (e54.0)

Gly79 C Gly79 CA 4.1 4.7 4.5 8.9
Gly79 CA Ile76 C 4.8 4.8 5.7 12.1
Gly83 C Gly 83 CA 4.3 5.1 4.7 9.8
Gly83 CA Val80 C 4.2 4.3 4.3 12.4
Gly79 C Val80 C 4.0 2.9 4.4 12.4
Gly83 C Val84 C 4.0 3.7 3.8 13.1
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trapped in local-minimum-energy structures at this tempera-
ture.

The corresponding probability distribution for the case
of e54.0 are shown in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10~a! the situation
is more complicated than the case ofe51.0. We see that the
structures around RMSD54.5 Å are mainly sampled at 200
K. However in this case as many as four other contributions
also exist (RMSD;0.7, 2.5, 3.5, and 5.7 Å!. As the tempera-
ture becomes high@Fig. 10~b! or Fig. 10~c!# from 200 K
@Fig. 10~a!#, the peak around RMSD54.5 Å becomes small,
and the four peaks (RMSD;0.7, 2.5, 4.5, and 5.7 Å! be-
come almost equally important. This is the reason why the
average values around 600 K are closer to those of the native
structure than those around 200 K in Fig. 8. These results
show that the simulation withe54.0 also samples the native
structure as one of the local-minimum-energy states
(RMSD50.7 Å), but it is not the dominant contributions at
the lowest temperature.

We list the average properties of the structures that cor-
respond to the peaks of the histograms in Figs. 9~a! and 10~a!
in Table IV. The global-minimum-energy structure fore
51.0 in Fig. 6~b! belongs to peak1 fore51.0 in Table IV,
and that fore54.0 in Fig. 6~c! belongs to peak4 fore54.0
in Table IV. We see that not only the RMS deviation but also
radius of gyration, interhelical crossing angle, and solvent
accessible surface area of peak1 in both cases ofe51.0 and
e54.0 are similar to one another. Hence, we conclude that
the structures of peak1 fore51.0 are essentially identical
with those of peak1 fore54.0 ~they correspond to the native
structure, see Table II!. Likewise, the structures of peak2 for
e51.0 are the same as those of peak2 fore54.0. Therefore,
we can say that the low-energy structures that were sampled
in the simulation withe51.0 are subsets of structures of
those that were sampled withe54.0. However, only the case
with e51.0 gives the native structures as the global-
minimum-energy state.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we predicted the native structure of glyco-
phorin A transmembrane domain as a test case of our method
for the structure predictions of membrane proteins and ana-
lyzed the detailed properties of the predicted structures. Our
method consists of two parts. In the first part, we obtain the
amino-acid sequences of the transmembrane helix regions of
the target protein from one of existing WWW servers. The
precision of these programs in the WWW servers is at
present about 85%, but it is expected to be further improved.
In the second part of our method, we perform a generalized-
ensemble simulation of these transmembrane helices with
atomistic details to obtain the global-minimum-energy state,
which we identify as the predicted structure. In order to save
computation time, we introduced rather bold approximations
in the second part: Backbones are treated as rigid body~only
side-chain structures are made flexible! and the rest of the
protein such as loop regions and the surrounding lipids and
water are neglected.

With these assumptions, however, the structure obtained
from the prediction in the case for the dielectric constante
51.0 was very close to that from the NMR experiments. The
fact that we can predict the native structure by the simulation
without lipids implies that the helix–helix interaction is the
main driving force of the native structure formation. It was
found from the analysis of the average physical quantities as
functions of temperature that the temperature variation of the
electrostatic energy term was much smaller than the van der
Waals and torsion energy terms and the contribution of the
electrostatic energy to the stability was small on the average.
However, only the case withe51.0 gave the native structure
as the global-minimum-energy structure, although structures
close to the native one were also sampled withe54.0 as one
of the local-minimum-energy states. We saw that the pre-
dicted structure withe54.0 has smaller solvent accessible
surface area than the native one and is more stabilized by van
der Waals energy than in the case fore51.0. This finding
suggests that although only four hydrophilic amino acids are
included in 36 amino acids used in our simulations, the elec-
trostatic energy term contributes to the stability of this mem-

FIG. 9. The probability distributions of the RMSD obtained from the
replica-exchange MC simulation with the dielectric constante51.0 at the
chosen four temperatures. The distributions correspond to the following
temperatures: 200 K~a!, 342 K ~b!, 585 K ~c!, and 1888 K~d!.

FIG. 10. The probability distributions of the RMSD obtained from the
replica-exchange MC simulation with the dielectric constante54.0 at the
chosen four temperatures. The distributions correspond to the following
temperatures: 200 K~a!, 342 K ~b!, 585 K ~c!, and 1888 K~d!.
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brane protein and forces the native structure to be a little less
packed than the case with weakened electrostatic interactions
(e54.0). In other words, the stability of the native structure
is determined by the balance of the electrostatic term, van
der Waals term, and torsion term, and the contribution of
electrostatic energy is indeed important for correct predic-
tions. We believe that the inclusion of atomistic details of
side chains is important to estimate this balance accurately
because transmembrane helices are usually tightly packed.
This fact also justifies the validity of our assumptions in the
sense that almost no lipid molecules can exist between heli-
ces.

In this article we presented the results of membrane pro-
tein structure predictions of only two transmembrane helices.
The effectivess of the method should be further tested with
proteins that have more transmembrane helices. We are now
working with bacteriorhodopsin~seven helices! and our re-
sults show that we do get a very similar structure to the
native one by the replica-exchange MC simulation starting
from a random initial configuration.37

Our method is useful for the structure prediction of
membrane proteins which is not known yet. In the future we
have to make our approximations better. For example, we
should introduce some flexibility in the helix backbone struc-
tures because membrane proteins are not necessarily com-
posed of ideala-helices. The electrostatic interactions, in
which we used the dielectric constant value of 1.0 or 4.0, can
also be made more accurate so that some environmental ef-
fects including lipids may be taken into account. Our results
support the two stage model for the structure formation of
membrane proteins. The applicability of our method to mem-
brane proteins in which loop regions exist in transmembrane

region and interact with transmembrane helices remains to
be established.
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